Partners in Application Solutions

About Us:
Techneat

Engineering

is a UK manufacturer of
Agricultural Equipment based
in Cambridgeshire. We are a
family business growing from
humble beginnings in 1984.
We work with our customers
Terracast V2
to develop solutions for their
application needs and this has led to the design and manufacture
of a comprehensive portfolio of machines and equipment.
We manufacture in Littleport. The site has a plastic moulding
facility where all our hoppers and tanks are made from raw plastic
powder. We have skilled fabricators and technicians that make
the chassis, assemble and test the finished products before
shipping or collection.
Our products are available from most agricultural dealers.
We offer spares and field service through-out the year, most
spares are available by next-day delivery anywhere in the UK. We
pride ourselves on being contactable – even out of hours during
busy times. Technical help is available on the phone or in person
when you need it.
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AvacasT Gr 200

Key Features
• Straightforward
operation
• GPS speed sensor
• Metering matched
to forward speed
• Fixed metering cartridges

Options
• Powerful Hydraulic Fan
• Split hopper for Avadex
& Slug Pellets
• 3 – 12m spread width
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Black Grass Control
The Avacast 200 GR is a granular applicator
specifically designed for applying Avadex
micro-granules. It features a compact 200
litre hopper and is commonly mounted
on rolls, drill or on a utility vehicle. The
powerful hydraulic fan provides air to
deliver Avadex up to 12m width. The twin
spreader plates have outlet at an ideal
500mm apart giving double overlap from
each spreader plate to its neighbour.
It is supplied with a slug pellet metering
system so that you have the option of
controlling slugs in areas where black
grass and wild oats are not problematic.

Mounting an Avacast 200 to a drill is a common
practice.  It is important that the seed depth is
at least the recommended 4cm and the Avadex
spreader plates are located well behind any soil
disturbance so that no Avadex to seed contact
occurs.
The Avacast GR 200 is switched on an off using
an automatic micro-switch so that as the drill
sets into work the machine is switched on.  The
spreader plates are positioned every 500mm
providing double overlap and even distribution.
A popular option is to have a split hopper which
applies slug pellets and Avadex at the same
time.  Avadex is applied at exactly 15kg/ha and
slug pellets at approximately 5 kg/ha depending
on the type used.

Key Features
• Easy to fit
• GPS speed sensor
• Metering matched
to forward speed
• Fixed metering
cartridges

Options
• Powerful Hydraulic Fan
• Split hopper for      
Avadex & Slug Pellets
• Flexible number of
outlets
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AvacasT Gr 400

Black Grass Control
Key Features
• Powerful hydraulic
fan
• Large 400 litre
hopper
• Metering matched
to forward speed
• Fixed metering
cartridges
Options
•
•
•
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Flexible mounting
12-15m Boom
Flexible number of
outlets

The AvacastGR 400 is typically mounted on
large rolls or drills.   In the photo above it
has been paired with a side hopper applying
slug pellets at the same time as Avadex.  
Reducing the number of passes on the field
reduces soil compaction and fuel costs.  In
wet years it also ensures that your Avadex
and slug pellets have been applied wherever
you have drilled.
The same hopper units can be used for OSR
establishment mounted on a cultivator.  The
large hopper is used for starter fertiliser and
small hopper for seed.   See the Terracast
Duo for more information.

Key Features
The sprayer   mounted Avacast GR 400 is
suitable for Bateman sprayer up to 36m
width.  The hydraulic fan provides massive
air power delivering Avadex from two
metering systems under the hopper to the
distribution head mounted midway along
each boom.  The Bateman mounted option
offers the grower the ability to cover much
larger areas quickly.
The trailed Avacast GR offers versatility
when the conditions are too difficult for
rolling as has often been the case in recent
seasons.  The fan is powered by a reliable
Honda engine allowing the machine to be
towed by an AVT or UTV.  If conditions are
suitable it can be hitched to a set of rolls.

• Powerful fan
• Large 400 litre
hopper
• Metering matched
to forward speed
• Fixed metering
cartridges
Options
• Twin metering and
distribution system
• Boom widths up to
36m
• Honda engine driven
fan
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AvacasT Gr 1200

Key Features
• Powerful hydraulic
fan
• Massive 1200 litre
hopper
• Metering matched
to forward speed
• Twin metering
systems
Options
• 12m to 16m Boom
• Front or rear       
mounting
• Flexible number of
outlets
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Black Grass Control
The Tractor mounted Avacast GR 1200 has
a massive 1200 litre hopper and 12m boom
combination.  It mounts with a CAT 3 linkage
either front or rear mounted.   The large
hopper minimise the potential exposure of
the operator to Avadex.
The machine can be upgraded to have two
metering systems allowing sectional control
on each 6 metre section.  The hydraulic fan
delivers ample airflow to carry the Advadex
to the double spreader plates mounted at
500mm spacing along the boom.

This Avacast GR is coupled to a 24m boom for
excellent ground coverage.  It has twin metering
systems for each side of the boom that can be
operated independently for sectional control.  
The hydraulically folding boom has rams for
controlling height, level, opening and closing.  
With the booms in the stowed position it is well
balanced and can is perfectly stable to stand on
its integral legs.
This machine is ideal for contractors or large
cereal growers with resistant Black Grass.  Being
tractor mounted allows relatively quick transport
between fields and the 24m boom minimises
time spent in the field.  It can also be used to
seed cover crop and OSR.

Key Features
• Powerful fan
• Massive 1200 litre
hopper
• Metering matched
to forward speed
• Twin metering
systems

Options
• Flexible mounting
• Boom widths up to
24m
• Honda engine driven
fan
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OutcasT Uno

Key Features
• 85 litre hopper
• Positively metered
pellets
• Simple Calibration
• Adjustable disc
speed

Options
• 130 litre hopper
• Field mapping interface
• 3 – 18m Spread width
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The Outcast Uno is a small but advanced slug
pellet applicator.  It is designed for use on drills,
rolls or ATV spreading from 3m – 18m using
spinning discs.
The pellets are positively metered on to the
centre of the disc with an apcal metering cartridge
ensuring absolute accuracy of application
according to forward speed, measured with a
GPS receiver unit.
Customers feel that the Outcast Uno is simple
to operate and they like the fact that it basically
looks after itself.   Once the straightforward
calibration has been carried out just fill up and
go, safe in the knowledge that exactly the correct
amount will be evenly distributed.

OutcasT Duo

The Outcast Duo is a twin spinning disc
applicator.  It is designed to fit on to the
flat bed of a utility vehicle, like a Gator
or Mule.  It spreads to a distance of 24m
and at typical forward speed of 15kph.  
The control system uses GPS speed
sensing and pellets are metered onto
each spinning disk so that you can be
assured that your application is uniform
and accurate.
The Outcast Duo can be fitted to the
front or rear tractor linkage or fitted to
the front of a 24m sprayer.

Key Features
• Large hopper –
fewer refills
• Metering adjusts
for forward speed
• Powerful disc
motors
• Sprayer or UTV
mounting
Options
• Mounting frame
• UTV Skirt
• Small pellet cartridges
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OutcasT V2

Key Features
• Genuine 36m
Spread width
• Positively metered
pellets
• Simple Calibration
• Even distribution

Options
•
•
•
•
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Headland control
GPS Forward speed
Front / Rear mounting
24 - 48m spread width

Stops Slugs at 36m
The Outcast V2 is a sprayer mounted slug pellet
applicator for application of slug pellets.   It is a
well proven machine developed since 2005 and
can now achieve spread widths of up to 48m.  
It uses a unique system of satellite spinning
disks on the sprayer boom.  The slug pellets are
metered from a front or rear mounted hopper
into an airstream and blown to satellite spinning
discs on the booms for distribution.
The Outcast V2 is the only slug pellet applicator
on the market that genuinely gives even
distribution at 36m and over.  Each spinning disc
is used to spread the pellets a distance of 12
metres in total – 6 metres from the centre line
of the disc.

TerracasT V2

The Terracast V2 is a very popular and well regarded
seeder unit from Techneat.  It has a proven pedigree
being one of the best-selling seeders in recent
seasons with great results in the field.  Users find it
reliable and accurate.
Having a separate metering and distribution head has
several advantages over metering into each outlet.  
The Terracast V2 is easy to upgrade to a greater
number of outlets by changing the distribution head.  
Low seed rates, like those advised for hybrid varieties
can easily be achieved because all the seed is going
through the same metering system.
It can be fitted with a split hopper to apply slug
pellets with OSR.  We also have a novel split venturi
device that delivers the Seed and Pellet into separate
air flows so that the Pellets can be broadcast and the
seed banded.

Key Features
• 200 litre hopper
• Straightforward use
and calibration
• Can apply ultra-low
seed rates
• Simple calibration
• felexible number of
outlets
Options
•
•
•
•

Field Mapping
Split hopper
Split venturi
All weather cover
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TerracasT Duo

Key Features
• Separate Seed and
fertiliser hoppers
• GPS speed sensor
• Simple Calibration
• Reduced
establishment costs
• Promotes early
establishment
Options
• All weather cover
• Flexible number of
outlets
• Hydraulic fan
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Seed and Feed!
The Terracast Duo is a combined seeder and
starter fertiliser system.  It has been developed
to work with hybrid rape seed and micro granular
nutrients.   The system features two hoppers
sharing a common fan, venturi, and distribution
assembly.
The hoppers are matched to typical application
rates of hybrid rapeseed at 2-3kg/ha  and starter
fertiliser at 15 kg/ha so that filling will be done
at the same time for both hoppers.
The Terracast Duo can be specified with any
number of outlets and is flexible if your increase
the number of cultivator legs in the future by
changing the distribution head.

AutocasT V2

Sow as you Combine
The Autocast V2 is a broadcasting system for
OSR, Stubble Turnips and Mustard.   Fitting
onto the combine header, seed is metered
in to an air-stream which is then distributed
to a number of outlets across the full width.

Key Features
• 200 litre hopper
• Straightforward use
and calibration
• Split hopper for
Seed and Pellets

Slug pellets are also applied using the
unique split hopper system.  The seed and
pellets are placed beneath the straw.  

• Seed placed under
straw bed

For best establishment we recommend
rolling and further application of slug pellets.
The system conserves soil moisture and
establishes crop as early as possible.

Options
• All weather cover
• Flexible number of
outlet
• Hydraulic fan
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MicrodrivE

Key Features
• Replaces Landwheel
• Matches metering
to forward speed
• Simple Calibration
• In-cab rate control

Options
• GPS speed sensor
• Flexible number of
outlets
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Replaces Landwheel
The Microdrive system is retro-fittable to
Horstine Microband and TM Air machines.  
It replaces the land wheel drive with the
Techneat drive motor and control system.
The Microdrive system is simple to fit.
Changes to the application rate are only a
matter of pressing a button on the in-cab
controller.
Forward speed is monitored using GPS so is
not susceptible to land-wheel slippage.
The system can be fitted in a couple of
hours and comes with the mounting plates
needed to bolt straight on to the host
machine where the land wheel is removed.

MicrocasT 70

Precision Application

Key Features

The Microcast 70 is a low cost solution to
application of granular products.  It is fitted with
Apcal cartridges for applying starter fertiliser on
seed drills or nematicides for potato growers.  
It is available with a flexible number of outlets
depending on your needs.

• 70 litre hopper

It is shown above delivering starter fertiliser
to the venturi on a Claydon drill so that the
fertiliser is placed with the seed.  It can be fitted
with an optional air assist kit to help the product
flow through the delivery tube to the venturi if it
is in danger of holding up.

• In-cab rate control

• Straightforward use
and calibration
• GPS forward speed
sensor

Options
• All weather cover
• For all granular
products
• Air assist kit
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MicrocasT 70 Air

Key Features
• 70 litre hopper
• Straightforward use
and calibration
• Low level filling
• Air delivery

Precision Application
The Microcast 70 Air designed to apply Vydate
on a 2 or 3 row planter.   It is fitted with a
small fan to blow the product into the opener.  
It has all the features of the standard gravity
machine but because the product is blown the
hopper can be mounted at a more convenient
height for filling.
Typically the Microcast 70 Air is fitted to the
back of the planter and the pipework runs
forward directly into the furrow.

Options
• All weather cover
• For all granular
products
• GPS forward speed
sensor
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The system is easily calibrated by carrying
out a dump test with the product caught in a
container placed beneath the metering unit.

MicrocasT 250

Maximum Protection
From PCN and Free living Nematodes

The Microcast 250 has a massive 250litre hopper
with 2 metering units.  It is a granular applicator for
nematicide and starter fertiliser.
When it is used for nematicide it is commonly mounted
on a front single bed tiller with the planter on the back
of the tractor.  Cartridges are available for Nemathorin,
Mocap and Vydate and calibration is straightforward.
The setup for delivering starter fertiliser is shown in
the smaller picture above.   The air assist kit can be
seen connecting to the large fan on the drill and helps
blow the product into the venturi to be placed with
the seed.
The rate controller allows the operator to adjust the
application rate easily from the cab at the touch of a
button, no more wasted time working out ratios and
changing sprockets

Key Features
• 250 litre hopper
• For nematicides
and fertilisers
• GPS forward speed
sensor
• In-cab rate control

Options
• All weather cover
• Closed transfer     
system
• Air assist kit
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TerracasT Gr

Precision Application
Key Features
• 200 litre hopper
• Straightforward use
and calibration
• Suitable for seeds
and granular
products

The Terracast GR is a granular version of the
Terracast seeder unit.  It has an upgraded fan,
metering system and distribution head compare
to the standard Terracast V2 making it able to
evenly distribute nematicide and starter fertiliser
products.  It can also be used as a seeder with
minimal modifications.

Options

In the large picture above it is fitted to a
precision maize drill.   The distribution head is
mounted on the back of the Kverneland hopper
and the individual outlets deliver the produce
into the furrows.

• All weather cover
• Powerful hydraulic fan
• Flexible number of
outlets

The smaller picture features the Terracast GR on
a bed former.  Here is being used to apply Mocap
into the potato bed.  It has an upgraded fan and
Mocap cartridge fitted.

• Air delivery
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MaxicasT

Maximum Protection
From PCN and Free living Nematodes

The Maxicast is principally a nematicide
applicator for 3 bed tillers.   The mounting
can either be front or on the rear as can the
product delivery point.  The hydraulic fan is
capable of blowing nematicide product from
the front to the back and evenly distributing
across a width of up to 6m.
It can also be used to apply cover crops.  In
the smaller picture above it is being used on
a power harrow to seed barley.  Barley is used
prevent soil erosion and seed disturbance
on the light fen soils.  In Lincolnshire some
growers use their Maxicast to establish
game cover.

Key Features
• 400 litre hopper
• For nematicides
and seeds
• GPS forward speed
sensor
• In-cab rate control

Options
• All weather cover
• Front or implement
mounting
• 5.89m Boom
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In Furrow V2

Key Features
• Stable Nozzle Pressure
• Straightforward use
and calibration
• Dosatron Chemical
Injection pump
• 20 Litre Chemical
Tank
Options
• 100l, 250 and 600l
water tanks
• Forward speed GPS rate
controller
• Flexible number of
outlets
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Improved Skin Finish
The In-furrow V2 is designed to spray soil
treatments like Amistar on to the soil around the
seed potato at planting.  It uses a direct chemical
injection pump to mix chemical with water into the
spray line.  
The chemical tank holds just over 20 litres and
there are a range of options for the water tank
from 100 litres to 600 litres.
The Techneat system has standard fitting kits for
most popular makes of planter.  We have worked
in conjunction with Hypro and Syngenta to develop
an optimised nozzle sizes giving excellent spray
pattern – without drift, reduction in nozzle pressure
and excellent anti-blockage properties.
There is a full GPS electronic rate control and
blockage detection options available.

PowdeR Pro

Perfect Potatoes!
The Powder Pro is a powder applicator for Monceren
and Rhino seed treatments.  Application of powder
by hand risks operator contamination and uneven
dosing.  The Powder Pro uses an auger screw feed
and unique hopper agitation system to ensure
accurate application rate.  The hopper is a large 25
litre capacity, so requires fewer fill-ups throughout
each day.
The calibration is straightforward and can be
carried out in a few minutes.  Unlike other systems
the control box can use a GPS speed sensor or your
tractor’s ISO bus speed output for reliability and
accuracy.
For large planters the Powder Pro Air is a very cost
effective solution.

Key Features
• 25 litre hoppers
• Auger feed system
• In-cab rate control
• Agitation cage

Options
• GPS Speed sensor
• Auto on/off
• Air systems for large
planters
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IrrigatioN BaskeT

Key Features
• Virtually           
indestructible
• Easy lift handles
• 6mm Thick      
Polyethylene
• Rot proof

Options
•
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4, 5, 6” Foot valve

Practically
Indestructible
Our irrigation baskets are designed
to be extremely tough and hard
wearing.  They are made from durable
polyethylene plastic and are virtually
indestructible.  They can be supplied
with a range of outlet pipe sizes 4,
5 or 6 inch diameter with foot valve.  
The 5mm slots protect the irrigation
pump from stone damage and other
debris entering the system.
The filter basket has handles on two
sides to help with lifting and handling.

NutristarT Lq

Feed Where It Works
The Nutristart LQ is a liquid fertiliser system
for application of starter fertiliser.   Early
application of N-P fertiliser can help get the
crop ahead of the competing weeds and
establish strong root structure before the
cold weather of winter.  Stronger crops are
less susceptible to slugs and pigeon menace
and are more likely to develop a broad
canopy preventing birds landing in the crop.  
The spray is typically applied in a pencil
jet behind each leg so that only the rape
seed benefits from the nutrients.   Placing
fertiliser deeper by spraying directly behind
leg encourages deeper roots in to the
disturbed soil.

Key Features
• Liquid fertiliser
placement
• GPS Speed Control
• Straightforward
calibration
• In-cab rate control

Options

• High output pump
• Field mapping interface
• Front or implement
mounted
• 600 litre or 1000 litre
tank
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NutristarT Gr

Key Features
• Stainless steel
components
• 400 litre hopper
• Powerful hydraulic
fan
• In cab rate control

Options
• Flexible number of
outlets
• Rotor sizes for all rates
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Establish
Maximum Profits
The Nutristart GR is a granular fertiliser
applicator for conventional and prilled
fertiliser. It features corrosion free stainless
steel metering housing, distribution head
and fishtails.   Metering is achieved with a
durable Apcal cartridge, dropping material
into a venturi airstream.
It is typically fitted to sub-soiler cultivators
with the outlets positioned behind each leg.  
The system can be fitted with a piggy back
seeder unit to convert the Nurtistart GR into
a Terracast Duo.
It is shown above with a Microcast applying
slug pellets and a Terracast V2 delivering
OSR.

PlacemenT Pro Gr

Precision Application
The Placement Pro GR is a front mounted
fertiliser applicator which is typically used to
band conventional or prilled fertiliser over 3
beds.  It has a robust land wheel and stainless
steel components to ensure accurate, corrosion
free operation.   The 1200 litre hopper is
designed to accommodate a 1 tonne bulk bag
or 2 600kg bags of fertiliser to minimise filling
time.
The machine can be fitted with tines to place
the fertiliser in the soil or fishtails to place it
on the surface.   The tines are staggered and
boards are positioned on the sides to reduce
bulldozing and maintain the integrity of the
seed bed.   Depth wheels control the exact
height of the fertiliser in the bed.

Key Features
• Land wheel driven
• Depth control
wheels
• Straightforward
calibration
• 1200 litre hopper

Options
• Electronic metering
control
• 2 or 3 row set up
• Air upgrade
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PlacemenT Pro Air

Key Features
• 1200 litre Hopper
• Versatile air
delivery method
• GPS speed sensor
• Front mounting
hopper

Options
• Various placement
solutions to suit your
requirements
• Suitable for Potato, Veg
and Salad crops
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Precision Application
The Placement Pro Air is a front mounted
fertiliser applicator which is typically used to
band conventional or prilled fertiliser over 3
beds.   It has an electronic control system and
stainless steel components to ensure accurate,
corrosion free operation.  The 1200 litre hopper
is designed to accommodate a 1 tonne bulk bag
or 2 600kg bags of fertiliser to minimise filling
time.
The powerful hydraulic fan ensures the delivery
pipes do not become blocked and forward
speeds can be kept high.
The Placement Pro Air is commonly used by
salad, vegetable and growers.

PlacemenT Pro Lq

Feed Where it Works
The Placement Pro LQ is a precision front
mounted liquid fertiliser for injection on
the potato planter.  The system uses two
angled tines or single delta wing tine per
row with placement 2 inches below and
1 inch to the side of the seed to avoid
burning the roots.   The 1000 litre tank
fits to a close coupling CAT 2 linkage to
maximise driver visibility.
The system has a powerful hydraulic
pacer pump to achieve very high
application rates.  

Key Features
• Planter mounted
injection tines
• 1000 litre fertiliser
tank
• Front mounted tank
• Powerful pacer
hydraulic pump
• RDS Control system

Options
• Flexible number of
rows
• Standen, Structural,
Grimme fitting kits
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Defending
Your Establishment

Key Features
• 24h, 7day clock
• Durable, weatherproof body
• Integral handle
• Light weight
• Detachable        
cannon
Options
• Internal battery kit
• Solar charger
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The Vari-Scary MkII is our propane gas
cannon bird scarer. It has a 24 hour
programmable controller allowing you to
have full control of when the gun fires
throughout the day.  The body is made
of tough polyethylene plastic and has
integral handle and sculpted sides to aid
carrying.
The ignition system creates a multiple
spark in the steel combustion chamber
– reducing any possibility of a misfire.  It
has a solar panel option that will trickle
charge the internal battery, keeping it in
perfect condition even in cold weather.

Buy at: www.techneatbirdscaring.co.uk

Eye scarE

Gale Proof

Key Features

The Eye Scare is a rotating reflective bird
deterrent.  It has a distinctive hawk eye
decal with a mirror finish centre retina.  
The mirror finish creates bright flashes
and the yellow and black colours are
known to signify warning in the natural
world.  The Eye-scare is a simple device
that will not degrade or be damaged in
gales.

• Gale Proof

The Eyescare is quick to install and
should be used in set up in sets of three
150m metres apart.   For best results
moved on a weekly basis.

Options

• No noise         
complaints
• Move regularly for
best results
• Low cost

• Single or Double
• Available in            
multi-packs of 5 & 10

Buy at: www.techneatbirdscaring.co.uk
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Line Marker

Key Features
• Simple Elegant
Design
• 20 litre capacity
• Pneumatic rear
wheels
• 50, 75 or 100mm
marker wheel
• Drain Plug

Lightweight by design but strong construction
make this line marker easy-to-use and durable.  
The plastic paint tank forms part of the body of
the machine reducing the number of components
and keeping costs and complexity down.   The
transfer wheels are also manufactured from
durable plastic making them long lasting and
lightweight.  All components are manufactured at
our plastic moulding facility on site in Littleport,
Cambridgeshire

Marker wheel Options
• 50 mm/ 2” Tennis
• 75 mm / 3” Paint saver
• 100mm / 4” Standard
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The Aculine does not suffer from corrosion like
metal line markers.   It can be cleaned more
easily because the paint does not bond to the
chemically inert plastic.

Buy at: www.techneatlawncare.co.uk

Treat your turf
Techneat’s Acuspray Pedestrian sprayer is aimed
at the professional groundsman and keen
gardener, for the application of a wide range
of products, onto fine turf and hard surfaces.
The 25 litre tank covers 625 m2. The machine
features a unique wheel driven pump, providing
an accurate repeatable application rate. Light
weight by design but strong in construction the
sprayer uses modern manufacturing processes to
produce a robust and durable machine.
The Acuspray is the ideal sprayer for grass
court venues, Golf greens, Bowling greens and
Cricket squares;  where frequent treatments are
required. Productivity, ease of use and accuracy,
is far superior to that of a traditional knapsack
sprayer.

Buy at: www.techneatlawncare.co.uk

Key Features
• 1m spray width
• 25 litre tank
capacity
• Non drip nozzle
valves
• 25 litres covers
625m2
• Suitable for most
chemicals
Options
• Bout markers
• Boom cover
• Spray control Lever
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SPPS

Key Features
• Ultra low ground
pressure
• Honda engine
• Excellent         
manoeuvrability
• Clutch drive      
system
• None drip nozzle
Options
•
•
•
•
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3m or 4m Boom
80 litre or 120 litre
tank
Boom cover
Spray control lever

SPPS machines have found themselves to be
key tools in the groundsman’s armoury of
leading UK championship grass court venues and
premiership football clubs, along with various
Golf, Bowling and Cricket Clubs.
A Honda 5.5hp engine provides ample power
and torque to propel the sprayer over undulating
ground. The unique transmission configuration
allows the pump to run continuously providing
tank agitation, whilst drive to the front
wheels is made possible through an efficient
clutcharrangement. Excellent manoeuvrability is
achived through the use of a differential on the
front axle and a rear castor wheel. Low ground
pressure tyres ensure the SPPS sprayers can be
used when ground conditions are less favourable.

Buy at: www.techneatlawncare.co.uk

NSTS Testing
We have a nationwide coverage of granular NSTS
testing for crop assurance. This is particularly
important for potato growers’ crop assurance scheme.
Working with a network of partners across the country
we provide calibration service for users of Nemathorin,
Mocap and Vydate. We sell spare parts for Horstine
including sprockets, metering cartridges and fishtail
outlets.

Buy at: www.techneatlawncare.co.uk
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Rotomoulding
We have experience in rotational moulding purchasing the
first machine in 1995 to manufacture tanks and hoppers for
our own agricultural machines. Since then we have grown
steadily, continuing to make our own tanks and increasing
the portfolio of products and moulded parts for other
manufacturers. We currently have three moulding machines
housed in a separate factory on the same site.
Here is our range of water storage tanks for domestic and
industrial customers.
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internal
corner
5000L
tank butt

•
•
•
Diesel Bowser

Adblue Bowser

500L tank

1000L tank

MUCH MORE @ www.techneattanks.co.uk

Contact Us
Tom Neat
Managing Director
tom.neat@techneat.co.uk

James English
Operations Director
james.english@techneat.co.uk

Tim Neat
Field Service Manager
tim.neat@techneat.co.uk

Jamie Macdonald
Mould Department Manager
jamie.macdonald@techneat.co.uk

Jane Sharp
Administration Director
jane.sharp@techneat.co.uk

Jill Nicholson
Admin/Credit Control
jill.nicholson@techneat.co.uk

Ady Sallis
Sales Representative
ady.sallis@techneat.co.uk

T: 01353 862044
@Techneat
E: info@techneat.co.uk
Techneat Engineering
W: www.techneat.co.uk
A: Henry Crabb Road, Littleport, Ely, Cambridgeshire, CB6 1SE
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